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MISSION: Set the Imagination Free
STATUS: In Flight

Strap yourself in and get ready to break the light barrier on your next tour – Maverick is here!
Combining the latest technological advances in optics, light sources and control options, Maverick moving fixtures shatter budget ceilings with a powerful arsenal of creative artillery including seamless color mixing, massively bright output and crisp edge-to-edge gobos.

MK2 SPOT

SPECS
- Source: 10W LED (4400K, 660W)
- Zoom Angle: 9° to 32°
- Beam Angle: 7° to 6°
- Beam Angle: 1° to 6°
- Intensity: 42° - 212° 300° x @ 15°
- CRI: 80, Cx: 86, Cm: 86
- Dimensions: 11.9 x 7.5 x 67 (30 x 190 x 170 mm)
- Weight: 16.8 lbs (7.5 kg)

TOOLS OF MASS CREATION
- Powered by a 440W LED engine
- Precision engineered optics, CCM + CTB color mixing
- Two 8-position rotating rotators and lock gobos wheels, a 7-position + white color wheel
- Variable frost, 3-facet prism and 13°-37° zoom range
- Control this high-flier as you see fit with DMX, sRCh, Art-Net, or WiFki

MK2 WASH

SPECS
- Source: 12W LED (Quad-color RGBA 44K, 72W)
- Zoom Angle: 10° to 49°
- Beam Angle: 3° to 26°
- Beam Angle: 3° to 26°
- Intensity: 47° - 270° 600° @ 15°
- CRI: 80, Cx: 86, Cm: 86
- Dimensions: 9.1 x 9.7 x 24.4 (23 x 25 x 621 mm)
- Weight: 30 lbs (14.0 kg)

TOOLS OF MASS CREATION
- Powered by 12 x 48 W QARK RGBW LEDs
- Flawlessly even output and aerial washing, custom designed optics
- Full pixel mapping
- Virtual gobos wheel with background colors
- Pre-programmed colors and 7-19° zoom range
- Control with DMX, sRCh, Art-Net, Kling-Net or WiFki

MK1 HYBRID

SPECS
- Source: 60W LED (4400K, 660W)
- Zoom Angle: 10° to 49°
- Beam Angle: 3° to 26°
- Beam Angle: 3° to 26°
- Intensity: 48° - 212° 430° @ 15°
- CRI: 80, Cx: 86, Cm: 86
- Dimensions: 11.9 x 7.5 x 67 (30 x 190 x 170 mm)
- Weight: 16.8 lbs (7.5 kg)

TOOLS OF MASS CREATION
- Powered by a 440W LED engine
- Precision engineered optics, CCM + CTB color mixing
- Two 8-position rotating rotators and lock gobos wheels, a 7-position + white color wheel
- Variable frost, 3-facet prism and 13°-37° zoom range
- Control this high-flier as you see fit with DMX, sRCh, Art-Net, or WiFki
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